
Logan Teleflex teams up with Knapp Moving for Scandinavian
project
World class baggage handling systems integrator Logan Teleflex is working with airport conveyer company, Knapp Moving to design and install
a new Departures 100% Hold Baggage Screening System (HBS) for Angelholm-Helsingborg Airport (AHA) in southern Sweden.

The contract involves replacing all current equipment and software systems apart from five single-check-ins that have been re-used and
repositioned. Equipment went on site in mid-July for a four week installation and commissioning process and is due to go live imminently.

Logan Teleflex has provided the design, PE, PM, mechanical equipment, electrical controls equipment and site supervision while Knapp
Moving has supplied check-in conveyors, weighing scales and desks. The new system features security screening up to level 3 (Smith
Heinmann 10080 EDX 2is), Logan’s own Windows Reservation software and a range of Logan Teleflex manufactured equipment.

Key amongst these is the M688 980mm Make up Carousel. The horizontal claim conveyer provides an endless horizontal conveying surface,
enabling it to serve the functions of baggage reclaim, flight make-up and sortation. The device transports baggage by the use of standard
modular sections, providing sidewalls and kick strips on both the inside and outside edges of the circuit, making the baggage handling process
a more streamlined and quicker operation.

As southern Sweden’s third largest airport, Angelholm-Helsingborg carried nearly 400,000 passengers last year. A progressive and privately
run airport, AHA runs regular departures to Stockholm and aims to make short distance travelling easier for commuters with parking close to
the airport, short waiting times and flexible flight routines. It represents a major foot in the door of the Scandinavian market for Logan Teleflex,
a company that already has a large presence in countries such as China, the UK, France, and Belgium.  

Dave Reynolds, Sales Director of Logan Teleflex said: “We are delighted to have teamed up with Knapp Moving to supply AHA with new 100%
HBS system. The job lent well to our own strengths of working with the customer to come up with a bespoke design that works for them. AHA
listened to our concerns about their initial design plans and adapted them to suit a more effective design. We are now looking forward to
continuing this project through the technical process.”
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